SS-25 Action Plan for
Feb 26th, 2016

- Site Preparation
  - Place guard shack on site
  - Set-up lighting
  - Set-up restroom facilities

- Remove debris from connex
  - SED will be onsite at SS-25 to observe the removal of debris

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas
DRAFT SS-25 Action Plan for
Feb 27th, 2016

- Regular inspections from AQMD and CARB

- No other work planned for SS-25 site
- Regular inspections from AQMD and CARB

- No other work planned for SS-25 site
- Removal of portable restroom
- Install new portable restroom
- Continue to remove pre-approved items with Blade/CPUC.
- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas
- Site Leak Migration Barhole Survey by SoCalGas
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- Finish removing kill piping from skid

- Remove 4 pallets of sandbags

- Remove 6 timber blocks and angle iron

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- List of items to be removed or relocated at SS-25 (*Pending approval; this work is all south of the inner perimeter*)
  - Westside of site SS-25
    - Stakes and pallets that stakes sit on
    - Plastic bags
    - Old Bmp’s
    - Grounding cables
    - Dolly
    - Buckets
    - Trash
    - Grating
    - Sandbags
    - Squeegees
    - Catwalk stairs
    - Ladder
    - Wood beams
    - Fire extinguisher on wheels just within the inner perimeter (relocate to be usable if needed)
  - Middle of site
    - Compressor air hose
    - Grounding cables
    - Plastic trap
    - Fire extinguishers
    - Move pallets of fitting to better location
    - Relocate power plant by guard shack
    - Cones scattered across site.
  - Eastside of site
    - Concrete blocks
    - Wood 2x4 by connex
    - Pallet next to connex
• Chair
• Cable spool next to bathroom
• Plastic trash next to bathroom
• Long reach excavator
• W-D40 cans
• Gas cans
- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- Site Leak Migration Bar hole Survey by SoCalGas

- Remove road plates and install grating over drainage channel at the intersection of the main road and SS-25 access road

- List of items to be removed or relocated at SS-25 (*Approval has been granted for this work; will occur south of the inner perimeter*)
  - Westside of site
    - Stakes and pallets that stakes sit on
    - Plastic bags
    - Old Bmp’s
    - Grounding cables
    - Dolly
    - Buckets
    - Trash
    - Grating
    - Sandbags
    - Squeegees
    - Catwalk stairs
    - Ladder
    - Wood beams
  - Middle of site
    - Compressor air hose
    - Grounding cables
    - Plastic trap
    - Fire extinguishers
    - Move pallets of fittings to better location
    - Relocate power plant by guard shack
    - Cones scattered across site
  - Eastside of site
    - Concrete blocks
    - Wood 2x4 by connex
    - Pallet next to connex
    - Chair
    - Cable spool next to bathroom
DRAFT SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 2nd, 2016

- Plastic trash next to bathroom
- Long reach excavator
- W-D40 cans
- Gas cans
- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- List of items to be removed or relocated at SS-25 (*Approval has been granted for this work; will occur south of the inner perimeter*)
  - Westside of site
    - Catwalk stairs
  - Middle of site
    - Relocate power plant by guard shack
  - Eastside of site
    - Plastic trash next to bathroom
  - W-D40 cans
  - Gas cans

- Supplemental bar hole leak survey performed by SoCalGas

- Activities that require approval
  - Remove 20ft connex and install new one.
  - Aecom to job walk the pre-approved camera plan.
  - SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 4th, 2016

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Set new Connex

- Move light plant next to guard shack

- Geotechnical evaluation site visit/job walk by SoCalGas and contractors

- AECOM site visit for camera installation prep and terrain orientation

- Activities that require approval
  - Button fitting leak supplemental survey and repair at SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 5th, 2016

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Valve specialist onsite to complete repair of the leak at SS-25B wellhead
SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 6th, 2016

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Relocate power plant by guard shack

* CARB and AQMD daily inspections are currently canceled due to weather

Activities that require approval

- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspections at SS-25 in accordance with required Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)

- Prep for security camera installation (work to be done weather permitting)
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Install (3) vertical poles
    - Mount (6) enclosures, 2 on each pole
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure
SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 8th, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Relocate power plant by guard shack

- Supplemental bar hole leak survey performed by SoCalGas

- Prep for security camera installation (work to be done weather permitting)
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Install (3) vertical poles
    - Mount (6) enclosures, 2 on each pole
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure

* CARB and AQMD daily inspections are currently canceled due to weather

Activities that require approval

- Replace plastic and sandbags on the right side of the road, going up to SS-25
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Relocate power plant by guard shack

- Prep for security camera installation
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    * Finish mounting enclosures and cameras
    * Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    * Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    * Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Relocate power plant by guard shack

- Security camera installation
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Finish mounting enclosures and cameras
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Relocate power plant by guard shack

- Security camera installation
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Finish mounting enclosures and cameras
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure

Activities that require approval

- Request approval for SoCal Edison to complete fiber line installation to existing poles that was started prior to incident. Work would encroach upon the 400 ft perimeter of the SS-25 site but will not require site access.
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Relocate power plant by guard shack

- Security camera installation
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Finish mounting enclosures and cameras
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure

(Work to be performed Monday 3/14) SoCal Edison to complete fiber line installation to existing poles that was started prior to incident. Work would encroach upon the 400 ft. perimeter of the SS-25 site but will not require site access.

Activities that require approval

- SoCalGas contractor to perform electrical inspection and grounding test – scheduled for Monday

- Perform maintenance on storm water BMPs – scheduled for Tuesday
  - SS-25 Upper Slope
    - Remove existing fiber rolls
    - Repair stormwater pathways
    - Apply approved native seed to promote vegetative growth and stabilize the loose soil
    - Install straw-coconut blanket over bare soil
    - Stake fiber rolls over straw-coconut blanket
  - SS-25 Perimeter Control
    - Install gravel bags along the western perimeter, oriented to collect stormwater on the SS-25 well pad and promote stormwater flow towards the drainage along the SS-25 access road.
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Relocate power plant by guard shack

- Security camera installation
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Finish mounting enclosures and cameras
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure

Approved activities for Monday 3/14

- SoCal Edison to complete fiber line installation to existing poles that was started prior to incident. Work would encroach upon the 400 ft. perimeter of the SS-25 site but will not require site access.

- SoCalGas contractor to perform electrical inspection and grounding test

Approved activities for Tuesday 3/14

- Perform maintenance on storm water BMPs – scheduled for Tuesday
  - SS-25 Upper Slope
    - Remove existing fiber rolls
    - Repair stormwater pathways
    - Apply approved native seed to promote vegetative growth and stabilize the loose soil
    - Install straw-coconut blanket over bare soil
    - Stake fiber rolls over straw-coconut blanket
  - SS-25 Perimeter Control
    - Install gravel bags along the western perimeter, oriented to collect stormwater on the SS-25 well pad and promote stormwater flow towards the drainage along the SS-25 access road.
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Security camera installation
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Finish mounting enclosures and cameras
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure

- SoCal Edison to complete fiber line installation to existing poles that was started prior to incident. Work would encroach upon the 400 ft. perimeter of the SS-25 site but will not require site access.

- SoCalGas contractor to perform electrical inspection and grounding test

Approved activities for Tuesday 3/15

- Perform maintenance on storm water BMPs – scheduled for Tuesday
  - SS-25 Upper Slope
    - Remove existing fiber rolls
    - Repair stormwater pathways
    - Apply approved native seed to promote vegetative growth and stabilize the loose soil
    - Install straw-coconut blanket over bare soil
    - Stake fiber rolls over straw-coconut blanket
  - SS-25 Perimeter Control
    - Install gravel bags along the western perimeter, oriented to collect stormwater on the SS-25 well pad and promote stormwater flow towards the drainage along the SS-25 access road.

Activities that require approval

- Remove two generator/ light plants from site

- Remove heat shields from SS25A and SS25B - work to be done on Wednesday 3/16/16 by TNT Crane
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Security camera installation
  - Henkels & McCoy will conduct the following:
    - Finish mounting enclosures and cameras
    - Mount conduit
  - Electric company will conduct the following:
    - Bring electric line to the south and east pole
    - Install conduit at the bottom of each pole and connect to the bottom enclosure

- SoCal Edison to complete fiber line installation to existing poles that was started prior to incident. Work would encroach upon the 400 ft. perimeter of the SS-25 site but will not require site access.

- Job walk with Blade to discuss removal of the heat shields from SS25A and SS25B

- Perform maintenance on storm water BMPs
  - SS-25 Upper Slope
    - Remove existing fiber rolls
    - Repair storm water pathways
    - Apply approved native seed to promote vegetative growth and stabilize the loose soil
    - Install straw-coconut blanket over bare soil
    - Stake fiber rolls over straw-coconut blanket
  - SS-25 Perimeter Control
    - Install gravel bags along the western perimeter, oriented to collect storm water on the SS-25 well pad and promote storm water flow towards the drainage along the SS-25 access road.

- Remove two generator/ light plants from site

Approved activities for Wednesday 3/16

- Remove heat shields from SS25A and SS25B - work to be done by TNT Crane
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Security camera installation
  - Final adjustments

- SoCal Edison to complete fiber line installation to existing poles that was started prior to incident. Work would encroach upon the 400 ft. perimeter of the SS-25 site but will not require site access.

- Perform BMP maintenance on the storm water fiber rolls at SS-25 northern upper slope

- Remove two generator/light plants from site

- Remove heat shields from SS25A and SS25B - work to be done by TNT Crane

- Wellhead cleaning job walk with Argus Contracting

- Geophysical inspection job walk

- SoCalGas representative onsite to observe heat shield removal work, wellhead cleaning and geophysical inspection site walks

- DOGGR site visit, to include the following personnel
  - Ken Harris
  - Alan Walker
  - Rich Boyd
  - Philip Gibicar
  - Scott McGurk
  - Scott Walker
  - Mike Woods
  - Hafiz Ali Mohammed
  - Jack Collender
  - Arsenio (Al) Lagunzad
  - Ellen Moser
  - BG Tackett
  - Jack Truschel
SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 16th, 2016

- David Ortiz
- Cliff Knight
- Randall Morlan
- Bryan Norman
- Marilu Habel
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Security camera installation
  - Padilla Electric working on lighting for south poles; work to be performed 3/17 (~2:00PM – Dusk) and 3/19 (7:00AM – Dusk):
    - Install LED lights and electrical junction boxes on 2 south poles
    - Install conductors to lights from the pole junction box to fixtures
  - AECOM to continue camera work

- SoCal Edison to complete fiber line installation to existing poles that was started prior to incident. Work would encroach upon the 400 ft. perimeter of the SS-25 site but will not require site access.

- Remove two generator / light plants from site

- Geotechnical investigation/assessment site walk with Fugro
SS-25 Action Plan for

Mar 18th, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- No security camera work planned for 3/17; will resume 3/18

- Remove two generator / light plants from site

Activities that require approval

- Job walk with Argus to determine scaffolding requirements for wellhead and casing cleaning effort
  - Argus will need access to the bridge
  - Argus team to include: Hector Castillo (scaffold Foreman), Rodolfo Carbajal and Miguel Rios
  - Rick Davidson, and Craig Skeie (President)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Security camera installation
  - Padilla Electric working on lighting for south poles; work to be performed 7:00AM – Dusk
    - Install LED lights and electrical junction boxes on 2 south poles
    - Install conductors to lights from the pole junction box to fixtures
  - AECOM to continue camera work
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Security camera installation
  - AECOM to continue camera work and night testing (6pm-9pm)

Activities that require approval

- Mark and locate area geologist identified to drill holes for ground data.
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Security camera installation*
  - Pending the outcome of today’s work, AECOM may need to continue camera work and night testing
  - *Work will also commence to install site camera monitor in trailer 5 (access to SS-25 not required for this activity)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

Activities that require approval

- Remove man-lift used to inspect heat shields

- Verify operational status of long-reach; no removal required
SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 25th, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

Activities that require approval

- Bar hole leak survey performed by SoCalGas

- BMP inspection by Geosyntec

- Padilla Electric to run Cat 5 cable for communications to SS-25 conex box
SS-25 Action Plan for  
Mar 26th, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

Activities that require approval

- BCI to deliver supplies to conex box per Blade’s request
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade site photo/video documentation and evidence search
SS-25 Action Plan for
Mar 29th, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade site photo/video documentation and evidence search

Activities that require approval

- Engineering visit to site to review access platform installation

- TNT Crane onsite for removal of grating (time permitting)

- Onyx onsite for assisting TNT Crane (time permitting)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade site photo/video documentation and evidence search

- TNT Crane onsite for removal of grating

- Onyx onsite for assisting TNT Crane

Activities that require approval

- SoCalGas representative to safety check fire extinguishers at site

- The Maintenance department requests access to the valve station at the road to SS-25. There are valves at this location that need inspection
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities
- Support Blade site photo/video documentation and evidence search
- TNT Crane onsite for removal of grating
- Onyx onsite for assisting TNT Crane

Activities that require approval

- Cannon onsite to conduct Land Survey Services (LiDAR)
SS-25 Action Plan for
Apr 1st, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade site photo/video documentation and evidence search

- Cannon onsite to conduct Land Survey Services (LiDAR)
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade geophysical evidence detection
SS-25 Action Plan for
Apr 3rd, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade geophysical evidence detection
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade geophysical evidence detection

- TNT Crane onsite for removal of grating

- Onyx onsite for assisting TNT Crane
SS-25 Action Plan for
Apr 5th, 2016

Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities

- Support Blade geophysical evidence detection

- Blade to take site photos beginning at 6am

Activities that require approval

- Doby Haggar to remove two pipes from SS-25 per Blade’s request to store with other “legacy” items

- Job walk with Henkels and McCoy to review conditions for digging contaminated soil and backfill around well head.
Approved activities

- Daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  - To be completed by SoCalGas
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities
- Support Blade geophysical evidence detection

Activities that require approval

- Baker Hughes / Versa Line on site to begin set up for wireline work
- Remove, clean and reinstall grating for bridge
- Install scaffolding around well
- Stage and set up Baker Hughes and Versa Line equipment.
- Prep and stage crane for wireline work
- Argus to do testing of oil removal for wellhead cleaning on a section of piping within the 400 ft area
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities and support Blade geophysical evidence detection

- Exponent to be on-site observing wireline logging runs

- Argus to install scaffolding for wireline work and perform additional pilot testing for wellhead cleaning

- Baker Hughes to perform wireline work (caliper log)

- AECOM on-site for the following:
  - Make camera adjustments
  - Continue to support Blade’s evidence collection in the south side of zone 2
  - Provide site management

- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work

- Capstone to support site safety
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities and support Blade geophysical evidence detection
- Exponent to be on-site observing wireline logging runs
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- Versa Line to perform wireline work
- AECOM to provide site management
- Capstone to support site safety
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities and support Blade geophysical evidence detection

- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work

- Versa Line to perform wireline work

- AECOM to provide site management

- Capstone to support site safety

UPDATE – Baker to continue caliper log (unfinished from 4/7)

UPDATE – Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas representatives onsite to observe Phase 1 evidence collection activities and support Blade geophysical evidence detection

- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work

- Versa Line to perform wireline work

- AECOM to provide site management

- Capstone to support site safety

- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

Activities that require approval

- Wireline work on standby pending approval. Site activities would include:
  - Versa Line to perform logging runs
  - T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
  - AECOM to provide site management
  - Capstone to support site safety
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
SS-25 Action Plan for

**Apr 12th, 2016**

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs

- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment

- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work (will require site access at 5:30am)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding

- Capstone to support site safety (will require site access at 5:30am)

- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work

- AECOM to perform metal detection on the West side
SS-25 Action Plan for
Apr 13th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs

- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment

- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding

- Capstone to support site safety

- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work

Activities that require approval

- SoCalGas representative to perform safety check of fire extinguishers at site
- UPDATE – Geosyntec site visit for site assessment & evaluation
- UPDATE – Argus to inspect pilot wellhead cleaning test
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs

- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment

- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding

- Capstone to support site safety

- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work

Activities that require approval

- UPDATE - SoCalGas representative to perform safety check of fire extinguishers at site
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs

- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment

- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding

- Capstone to support site safety

- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work

Activities that require approval

- UPDATE - SoCalGas representative to perform safety check of fire extinguishers at site
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work

Activities that require approval

- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- Job walk with Hayward Baker to develop bottom of crater soil compaction assessment plan for Phase 2 site stabilization to rig readiness
- Doby Hagar job walk to evaluate crater fluid evacuation options
- AECOM to conduct geophysical inspection
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work

Activities that require approval

- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- AECOM to conduct geophysical inspection
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- AECOM to conduct geophysical inspection
- Department of Health and Safety along with Geosyntec to take soil samples

Activities that require approval

- Henkels & McCoy to conduct site check for shoring, staging for cranes and crane size, and staging for concrete pump looking at depths for hose.
- AECOM and Henkels & McCoy to access south-pole at SS-25 site to install cable and a wireless device in order to provide requested video feed to DOGGR and SED’s trailers at Site 3
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- AECOM to conduct geophysical inspection
- AECOM and Henkels & McCoy to access south-pole at SS-25 site to install cable and a wireless device in order to provide requested video feed to DOGGR and SED’s trailers at Site 3
- Henkels & McCoy to conduct site check for shoring, staging for cranes and crane size, and staging for concrete pump looking at depths for hose.
- Department of Health and Safety along with Geosyntec to take soil samples

Activities that require approval

- Fugro on-site to examine the crater for their ongoing geotechnical assessment; will be accompanied by SCG personnel
- SCG to remove pipe to the west of SS25 along with the concrete blocks on the pipe in preparation for the scaffolding installation
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- AECOM to conduct geophysical inspection
- AECOM and Henkels & McCoy to access south-pole at SS-25 site to install cable and a wireless device in order to provide requested video feed to DOGGR and SED’s trailers at Site 3
- Henkels & McCoy to conduct site check for shoring, staging for cranes and crane size, and staging for concrete pump looking at depths for hose.
- Department of Health and Safety along with Geosyntec to take soil samples
- Fugro on-site to examine the crater for their ongoing geotechnical assessment; will be accompanied by SCG personnel
- Onyx and T&T Crane to remove pipe to the west of SS25 along with the concrete blocks on the pipe in preparation for the scaffolding installation

Activities that require approval

- Doby Hagar site visit to evaluate crater fluid evacuation options
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- Versa Line and Baker Hughes to conduct wireline logging runs
- Western wireline on-site to provide support for their crossover equipment
- T&T Crane to assist with wireline work
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Exponent on-site to observe wireline work
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- AECOM and Henkels & McCoy to access south-pole at SS-25 site to install cable and a wireless device in order to provide requested video feed to DOGGR and SED’s trailers at Site 3
- Onyx and T&T Crane to remove pipe to the west of SS25 along with the concrete blocks on the pipe in preparation for the scaffolding installation
- Doby Hagar site visit to evaluate crater fluid evacuation options

Activities that require approval

- IHM on-site to perform air monitoring in support of liquid extraction plan.
- Fugro on-site support to liquid extraction effort
- Advanced Industrial Services to facilitate liquid extraction from crater
SS-25 Action Plan for  
Apr 24th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- Onyx and T&T Crane to remove pipe to the west of SS25 along with the concrete blocks on the pipe in preparation for the scaffolding installation
- Doby Hagar site visit to evaluate crater fluid evacuation options
- IHM on-site to perform air monitoring in support of liquid extraction plan.
- Fugro on-site support to liquid extraction effort
- Advanced Industrial Services to facilitate liquid extraction from crater

Activities that require approval

- Hayward Baker to do trench shoring
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk
SS-25 Action Plan for
Apr 25th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- Onyx and T&T Crane to remove pipe to the west of SS25 along with the concrete blocks on the pipe in preparation for the scaffolding installation
- IHM on-site to perform air monitoring in support of liquid extraction plan and Vibracore assessment.
- Fugro on-site to support liquid extraction effort
- Advanced Industrial Services to facilitate liquid extraction from crater
- Hayward Baker to do trench shoring
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk

Activities that require approval

- Argus to remove scaffolding
- Vibracore assessment to determine depth and grade of crater bottom
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Argus to perform inspection of scaffolding
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- IHM on-site to support air monitoring.
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Hayward Baker to do trench shoring
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk
- Argus to remove scaffolding
- Vibracore assessment to determine depth and grade of crater bottom

Activities that require approval

- SoCalGas on-site to conduct bar hole survey
- Henkels & McCoy to stabilize concrete slab located at the south side of the crater.
- Henkels & McCoy to perform well head survey for plumbness
- UPDATE - Ensign on-site to take measurements for the Phase 3 rig work (Phase 3 rig configuration will influence Phase 2 work)
SS-25 Action Plan for
Apr 27th, 2016

Approved activities
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS2S activities
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk
- SoCalGas on-site to conduct bar hole survey
- Henkels & McCoy to stabilize concrete slab located at the south side of the crater.
- Henkels & McCoy to perform well head survey for plumbness
- Ensign on-site to take measurements for the Phase 3 rig work (Phase 3 rig configuration will influence Phase 2 work)

Activities that require approval
- Geosyntec on-site to conduct BMP repairs
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Henkel's & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk
- SoCalGas on-site to conduct bar hole survey
- Henkels & McCoy to stabilize concrete slab located at the south side of the crater.
- Henkels & McCoy to perform well head survey for plumbness
- Ensign on-site to take measurements for the Phase 3 rig work (Phase 3 rig configuration will influence Phase 2 work)

Activities that require approval

- Geosyntec on-site to conduct BMP repairs

UPDATE – Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Henkel’s & McCoy (H&M) and SCE telecommunication crew to access North pole within 400 ft. perimeter of SS-25 to install fiber optic cable; Will not require access to SS-25; No equipment required, access by foot only
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk
- Henkels & McCoy to stabilize concrete slab located at the south side of the crater.
- Henkels & McCoy to perform well head survey for plumbness
- Geosyntec on-site to conduct BMP repairs
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan

Activities that require approval

- UPDATE - Job walk with Doby Hagar, Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk
- Henkels & McCoy to stabilize concrete slab located at the south side of the crater.
- Henkels & McCoy to perform well head survey for plumbness
- Geosyntec on-site to conduct BMP repairs
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- Job walk with Doby Hagar, Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 1st, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 2nd, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Capstone to support site safety

- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities

- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation

- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk

- Henkels & McCoy to stabilize concrete slab located at the south side of the crater.

- Henkels & McCoy to perform well head survey for plumbness

- Geosyntec on-site to conduct BMP repairs

- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan

- Job walk with Doby Hagar, Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B

- Doby Hagar on-site for SS25 A&B well area cleaning
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Capstone to support site safety

- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities

- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation

- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk

- Henkels & McCoy to stabilize concrete slab located at the south side of the crater.

- Henkels & McCoy to perform well head survey for plumbness

- Geosyntec on-site to conduct BMP repairs

- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan

- Job walk with Doby Hagar, Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B

- Doby Hagar on-site for SS25 A&B well area cleaning
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Henkels & McCoy on-site for shoring job walk
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- Job walk with Doby Hagar, Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B
- Doby Hagar on-site for SS25 A&B well area cleaning
- Fugro – have access to each of the 17 bins of material located at SS-4 in an effort to calculate the volume of material generated from SS25 kill activities.
SS-25 Action Plan for 
May 7th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- Job walk with Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B
- Doby Hagar on-site for SS25 A&B well area cleaning

Activities That Require Approval

- SCE (Edison) telecommunication crew and Henkel’s & McCoy requesting access to north pole within CPUC zone near SS-25, for installation of fiber optic cable on existing pole (work to be initiated on 5/9)
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- Job walk with Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B
- Doby Hagar on-site for SS25 A&B well area cleaning
- SCE (Edison) telecommunications crew and Henkel’s and McCoy to access pole north of SS25 to install fiber optic cable on existing pole (work to be initiated on 5/9)
**SS-25 Action Plan for**

*May 9th, 2016*

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- Job walk with Western Wireline, Welaco, and Onyx for well area cleaning and wire lining of SS-25 A&B
- Doby Hagar on-site for SS25 A&B well area cleaning
- SCE (Edison) telecommunications crew and Henkel’s and McCoy to access pole north of SS25 to install fiber optic cable on existing pole

**Activities That Require Approval**

- H&M - Mobilize Super Sacks, and material needed for slab stabilization and removal at SS25 Site.
- T&T Cranes – Mobilize and set 2nd crane for slab stabilization and removal task
- Reliable – Mobilize excavator for slab stabilization and removal task
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- Doby Hagar on-site for SS25 A&B well area cleaning
- SCE (Edison) telecommunications crew and Henkel’s and McCoy to access pole north of SS25 to install fiber optic cable on existing pole (work to be initiated on 5/9)
- H&M - Mobilize Super Sacks, and material needed for slab stabilization and removal at SS25 Site.
- T&T Cranes – Mobilize and set 2nd crane for slab stabilization and removal task
- Reliable – Mobilize excavator for slab stabilization and removal task

Activities That Require Approval

- H&M – Place Super Sacks around the surface conductor
- H&M – Setup for slab stabilization and removal Task
- Pacific EH&S to support ambient monitoring around the SS-25 site and the crater perimeter
- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP Inspections
- SoCalGas to conduct barhole survey
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 11th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- SCE (Edison) telecommunications crew and Henkel’s and McCoy to access pole north of SS25 to install fiber optic cable on existing pole (work to be initiated on 5/9)
- H&M – Place Super Sacks around the surface conductor
- H&M – Setup for slab stabilization and removal Task
- Pacific EH&S to support ambient monitoring around the SS-25 site and the crater perimeter
- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP Inspections
- SoCalGas to conduct barhole survey

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas to perform maintenance on wellhead valves, install tubing for pressure reads on SS25A and SS25B and shoot fluid level
- H&M – Start slab stabilization and removal
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Job walk with Henkels & McCoy and BCI to evaluate the crater excavation plan
- SCE (Edison) telecommunications crew and Henkel’s and McCoy to access pole north of SS25 to install fiber optic cable on existing pole (work to be initiated on 5/9)
- H&M – Place Super Sacks around the surface conductor
- H&M – Setup for slab stabilization and removal Task
- Pacific EH&S to support ambient monitoring around the SS-25 site and the crater perimeter
- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP Inspections
- SoCalGas to conduct barhole survey
- SoCalGas to perform maintenance on wellhead valves, install tubing for pressure reads on SS25A and SS25B and shoot fluid level
- H&M – Start slab stabilization and removal

Activities That Require Approval

- Job walk with Cortech Engineering to evaluate crater liquid extraction options
- Shoot fluid level of SS-25 A&B, to be performed by SCG company employee, and contractors ISI and Cameron
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- SCE (Edison) telecommunications crew and Henkel’s and McCoy to access pole north of SS25 to install fiber optic cable on existing pole
- Pacific EH&S to support ambient monitoring around the SS-25 site and the crater perimeter
- SoCalGas to conduct barhole survey
- H&M – Start slab stabilization and removal
- Job walk with Cortech Engineering to evaluate crater liquid extraction options
- Shoot fluid level of SS-25 A&B, to be performed by SCG company employee, and contractors ISI and Cameron
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Pacific EH&S to support ambient monitoring around the SS-25 site and the crater perimeter
- SoCalGas to conduct barhole survey
- H&M – Start slab stabilization and removal
- Job walk with Cortech Engineering to evaluate crater liquid extraction options
- Shoot fluid level of SS-25 A&B, to be performed by SCG company employee, and contractors ISI and Cameron

Activities That Require Approval

- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 15th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- H&M – Continue Slab Stabilization and Removal Cleanup
- SoCalGas to conduct barhole survey
- Job walk with Cortech Engineering to evaluate crater liquid extraction options
- Shoot fluid level of SS-25 A&B, to be performed by SCG company employee, and contractors ISI and Cameron
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 16th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- H&M – Continue Slab Stabilization and Removal Cleanup
- Job walk with Cortech Engineering to evaluate crater liquid extraction options
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas to perform valve maintenance on SS25 A and B
- Remove bridge grating from site
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- H&M – Continue Slab Stabilization and Removal Cleanup
- Job walk with Cortech Engineering to evaluate crater liquid extraction options
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- SoCalGas to perform valve maintenance on SS25 A and B
- Remove bridge grating from site
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 18th, 2016

Approved activities
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work

Activities That Require Approval
- Argus to clean and paint a portion of the pipeline on the road to SS-25
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Argus to clean and paint a portion of the pipeline on the road to SS-25
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support

Activities That Require Approval

- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 20th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Argus to clean and paint a portion of the pipeline on the road to SS-25
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- CARB and AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Capstone to support site safety

- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities

- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation

- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B

- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work

- Argus to clean and paint a portion of the pipeline on the road to SS-25

- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work

- H&M on-site to provide site construction support

- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B

- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan

- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval

- UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 25th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
- UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction

Activities That Require Approval

- IHM personnel to conduct area monitoring in support of crater fluid removal work
- UCI to mobilize equipment and material needed to install the liquid extraction pump
- Suspend liquid extraction pump in the crater (using a crane) and start a system commissioning check run
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 25th, 2016
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
- UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
- IHM personnel to conduct area monitoring in support of crater fluid removal work
- UCI to mobilize equipment and material needed to install the liquid extraction pump
- Suspend liquid extraction pump in the crater (using a crane) and start a system commissioning check run

Activities That Require Approval

- KTI to provide support with site electrical grounding
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 27th, 2016

Approved activities
• SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
• CARB and AQMD daily inspections
• SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
• AECOM to provide site / safety management
• SoCalGas to provide logistics support
• Capstone to support site safety
• T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
• Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
• Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
• Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
• Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
• H&M on-site to provide site construction support
• SCG and UCI personnel to remove laterals in support of logging activities at SS-25 A&B
• Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
• Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
• UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
• IHM personnel to conduct area monitoring in support of crater fluid removal work
• UCI to mobilize equipment and material needed to install the liquid extraction pump
• Suspend liquid extraction pump in the crater (using a crane) and start a system commissioning check run
• KTI to provide support with site electrical grounding

Activities That Require Approval
• Quality Ag to complete pre-fire season brush clearing along west roadway below the SS-25 Site (Observed by CPUC/Blade).
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 28th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
- UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
- IHM personnel to conduct area monitoring in support of crater fluid removal work
- UCI to mobilize equipment and material needed to install the liquid extraction pump
- Suspend liquid extraction pump in the crater (using a crane) and start a system commissioning check run
- KTI to provide support with site electrical grounding
- Quality Ag to complete pre-fire season brush clearing along west roadway below the SS-25 Site (Observed by CPUC/Blade).
SS-25 Action Plan for
May 29th, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
- UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
- Quality Ag to complete pre-fire season brush clearing along west roadway below the SS-25 Site (Observed by CPUC/Blade).
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
- UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
- Quality Ag to complete pre-fire season brush clearing along west roadway below the SS-25 Site (Observed by CPUC/Blade).
SS-25 Action Plan for

May 31\textsuperscript{th}, 2016

Approved activities

\begin{itemize}
  \item SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
  \item CARB and AQMD daily inspections
  \item SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
  \item AECOM to provide site / safety management
  \item SoCalGas to provide logistics support
  \item Capstone to support site safety
  \item T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
  \item Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
  \item Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
  \item Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
  \item Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
  \item H&M on-site to provide site construction support
  \item Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
  \item Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
  \item UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
  \item Quality Ag to complete pre-fire season brush clearing along west roadway below the SS-25 Site (Observed by CPUC/Blade).
\end{itemize}
SS-25 Action Plan for

June 1, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- CARB and AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Fugro on-site to monitor geological formation
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- H&M on-site to provide site construction support
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
- UCI to provide support with pump installation for crater liquid extraction
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement

- AQMD daily inspections

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Capstone to support site safety

- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities

- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B

- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work

- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work

- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan

- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
SS-25 Action Plan for
June 3, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD daily inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas Operations personnel to conduct fire extinguisher check/inventory at SS-25
- SoCalGas Operations personnel to perform wing valve function test on SS-25 A&B
- Doby Hagar to remove containment pad and two totes from SS-25
- UCI to remove liquid extraction pump and air compressor from SS-25
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas to conduct barhole survey at SS-25
**SS-25 Action Plan for**  
**June 5, 2016**

**Approved activities**
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to DOGGR Emergency Regulations and AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval

- UCI to remove pump and associated equipment
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities
- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B
- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work
- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan
- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B
**SS-25 Action Plan for**

**June 8, 2016**

---

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- SoCalGas to provide logistics support

- Capstone to support site safety

- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities

- Baker Hughes and Versa-Line to complete wireline work for SS-25 A&B

- Onyx and Western Wireline to provide support for the SS-25 A&B wireline work

- Geo Mud and Doby Hagar to support the SS-25 A&B wireline work

- Haliburton personnel and equipment to add fluids to SS-25 A&B in accordance with Blade’s logging plan

- Pacific petroleum to supply vacuum truck and charcoal canister in support of adding fluids to SS-25 A&B

---

**Activities That Require Approval**

- Geosyntec to complete a monthly Industrial General Permit inspection at SS-25

- Pacific Petroleum to remove fluid tank from SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
June 9, 2016

Approved activities
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- SoCalGas to provide logistics support
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval
- UCI to provide support with bridge removal from SS-25
- IHM personnel to conduct area monitoring in support of the bridge removal work at SS-25
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas to perform D.O.T. pipeline inspection at SS-25
- Geosyntec to complete BMP inspections on and around SS-25 (completion was not possible on 6/8)
- Doby Hagar personnel onsite for pipe trench evacuation at SS-25
- IHM personnel to conduct air monitoring in support of pipe trench evacuation at SS-25
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
June 11, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- Capstone to support site safety

- T&T Crane to provide crane services in support of SS-25 activities

- Doby Hagar personnel onsite for pipe trench evacuation at SS-25

- IHM personnel to conduct air monitoring in support of pipe trench evacuation at SS-25

- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Reliable to mobilize and prepare equipment for crater liquid extraction
- T&T to mobilize and prepare equipment for crater liquid extraction
- Fugro to provide support for crater liquid extraction work
- H&M to visit SS-25 to pre-plan the pipe trench removal work
- BCI to pick up miscellaneous trash on and around SS-25 (paper and plastic waste from wind)
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Fugro to provide support for crater liquid extraction work

Activities That Require Approval

- Reliable to perform crater liquid extraction (pending approval of work plan and SED approval, work to be performed on 6/14)
- T&T to provide support for the crater liquid extraction work
- Fugro to provide support for the crater liquid extraction work
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of the crater liquid extraction work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Reliable to perform crater liquid extraction
- T&T to provide support for the crater liquid extraction work
- Fugro to provide support for the crater liquid extraction work

Activities That Require Approval

- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of the crater liquid extraction work and pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Reliable to perform crater liquid extraction
- T&T to provide support for the crater liquid extraction work
- Fugro to provide support for the crater liquid extraction work
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of the crater liquid extraction work and pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal

Activities That Require Approval

- Doby Hagar to assist with pipe trench removal
SS-25 Action Plan for
June 17, 2016

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal
- Doby Hagar to assist with pipe trench removal

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas and Professional Reliable Oilfield Services (PROS) onsite to install pressure transmitters on SS-25A and SS-25B
- UCI to support removing a pipe segment located inside the north pipe trench
- T&T to support removing all loose cables connected to the well head
- T&T to assist with pipe trench removal
- Fugro to assist with pipe trench removal
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal
- Doby Hagar to assist with pipe trench removal
- UCI to support removing a pipe segment located inside the north pipe trench
- T&T to support removing all loose cables connected to the well head
- T&T to assist with pipe trench removal
- Fugro to assist with pipe trench removal
**SS-25 Action Plan for**

**June 19, 2016**

---

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal
- Doby Hagar to assist with pipe trench removal
- UCI to support removing a pipe segment located inside the north pipe trench
- T&T to support removing all loose cables connected to the well head
- T&T to assist with pipe trench removal
- Fugro to assist with pipe trench removal
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal
- Doby Hagar to assist with pipe trench removal
- UCI to support removing a pipe segment located inside the north pipe trench
- T&T to support removing all loose cables connected to the well head
- T&T to assist with pipe trench removal
- Fugro to assist with pipe trench removal
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal
- Doby Hagar to assist with pipe trench removal
- UCI to support removing a pipe segment located inside the north pipe trench
- T&T to support removing all loose cables connected to the well head
- T&T to assist with pipe trench removal
- Fugro to assist with pipe trench removal
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- IHM onsite to perform monitoring in support of pipe trench removal
- H&M to mobilize and perform pipe trench removal
- Doby Hagar to assist with pipe trench removal
- T&T to assist with pipe trench removal
- Fugro to assist with pipe trench removal

Activities That Require Approval

- UCI to disconnect and remove high pressure flex hose from the wellhead
- UCI to dig potholes to assist in locating buried piping
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- UCI to dig potholes to assist in locating buried piping
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
June 26, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- Reliable to perform site prep and soil removal work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- UCI to cut and cap two sections of buried pipe east of crater
- Henkels and McCoy to check south pole camera mount
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- T&T onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
SS-25 Action Plan for
June 28, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- Reliable to perform site prep and soil removal work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- UCI to cut and cap two sections of buried pipe east of crater
- Henkels and McCoy to check south pole camera mount
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
SS-25 Action Plan for
June 29, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation

**Activities That Require Approval**

- H&M to saw-cut and remove concrete slab south of crater
SS-25 Action Plan for  
June 30, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- H&M to saw-cut and remove concrete slab south of crater

Activities That Require Approval

- T&T onsite to assist with removal of Super Sacks
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation

Activities That Require Approval

- T&T onsite to assist with removal of Super Sacks
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- T&T onsite to assist with removal of Super Sacks
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2

Activities That Require Approval

- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 4, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities
 SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
 SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

The following approved activities will not occur on Monday, July 4th – They will resume on Tuesday, July 5th:
 AECOM to provide site / safety management
 Capstone to support site safety
 SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
 H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
 IHM to perform air monitoring
 Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
 Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
 Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
 AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
 Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to mobilize and perform Phase 2 crater excavation work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2

**Activities That Require Approval**

- T&T to support Phase 2 work
**SS-25 Action Plan for**
**July 6, 2016**
**SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith**

---

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- T&T to support Phase 2 work

**Activities That Require Approval**

- Geosyntec onsite to conduct monthly BMP inspections
**SS-25 Action Plan for**

**July 7, 2016**

**SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith**

---

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 9, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Co’s Traffic Control to support Henkels and McCoy with traffic safety
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

The following approved activities will not occur on Sunday, July 10th – They will resume on Monday July 11th:

- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2

Activities That Require Approval

- Job walk with Argus to plan for well head cleaning
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2

Activities That Require Approval

- Argus to perform well head cleaning
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- Argus to perform well head cleaning

**Activities That Require Approval**

- SoCalGas personnel to replace wireless pressure transmitters
- Riccardelli Consulting to mobilize and perform wellhead inspection work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Argus to perform well head cleaning
- Riccardelli Consulting to mobilize and perform wellhead inspection work

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to conduct job walk for SS-25 A/B Fiber Optic Temperature Monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Argus to perform well head cleaning
- Riccardelli Consulting to mobilize and perform wellhead inspection work
- ISI to measure fluids levels in SS-25A & SS-25B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Argus to perform well head cleaning
- Riccardelli Consulting to mobilize and perform wellhead inspection work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Argus to perform well head cleaning
- Riccardelli Consulting to mobilize and perform wellhead inspection work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Argus to perform well head cleaning
- Riccardelli Consulting to mobilize and perform wellhead inspection work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work

Activities That Require Approval

- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- Argus to install scaffolding on SS-25B in preparation for fiber optic temperature logging
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- Argus to install scaffolding on SS-25B in preparation for fiber optic temperature logging

Activities That Require Approval

- T&T to support Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 21, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site

Activities That Require Approval

- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- Schlumberger to mobilize and install fiber optic logging equipment on SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 22, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- AECOM to provide geology/ geotechnical support for Phase 2
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- Schlumberger to mobilize and install fiber optic logging equipment on SS-25B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- Schlumberger to mobilize and install fiber optic logging equipment on SS-25B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B

Activities That Require Approval

- Welaco to perform wireline temp/noise logging on SS-25A and SS-25B
- SoCalGas personnel to support wireline work on SS-25A and SS-25B
- Onyx to support wireline work on SS-25A and SS-25B
- ISI to measure fluid levels in SS-25A and SS-25B
- T&T to support wireline work on SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for

July 24, 2016

SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 25, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- T&T to support Phase 2 work
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- Welaco to perform wireline temp/noise logging on SS-25A and SS-25B
- SoCalGas personnel to support wireline work on SS-25A and SS-25B
- Onyx to support wireline work on SS-25A and SS-25B
- ISI to measure fluid levels in SS-25A and SS-25B
- T&T to support wireline work on SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 25, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- AECOM to perform soil vapor testing and mitigation
- Pacific Petroleum onsite for roll off bin transport on and off site
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B

Activities That Require Approval

- The following companies to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work:
  Premier Oilfield Services
  Onyx
  Pacific Petroleum
  Doby Hagar
  Geo Drilling Fluids
  Krummrich Engineering
  InterAct PMTI
  Halliburton
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- H&M to perform Phase 2 work
- IHM to perform air monitoring
- Fugro to support site prep and Phase 2 work
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B

The following companies to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work: Premier Oilfield Services, Onyx, Pacific Petroleum, Doby Hagar, Geo Drilling Fluids, Krummrich Engineering, InterAct PMTI, Halliburton
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 29, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- The following companies to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work: Premier Oilfield Services, Onyx, Pacific Petroleum, Doby Hagar, Geo Drilling Fluids, Krummrich Engineering, InterAct PMTI, Halliburton

Activities That Require Approval

- TechCorr to perform X-ray inspection on SS-25
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- UCI to remove railing near SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 30, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Larry Andrews

Approved activities
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Boots & Coots to provide technical support for Phase 2
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- The following companies to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work: Premier Oilfield Services, Onyx, Pacific Petroleum, Doby Hagar, Geo Drilling Fluids, Krummrich Engineering, InterAct PMTI, Halliburton
- TechCorr to perform X-ray inspection on SS-25
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- UCI to remove railing near SS-25B

Activities That Require Approval
- T&T to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work
SS-25 Action Plan for
July 31, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- The following companies to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work: Premier Oilfield Services, Onyx, Pacific Petroleum, Doby Hagar, Geo Drilling Fluids, Krummrich Engineering, InterAct PMTI, Halliburton
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- UCI to remove railing near SS-25B
- T&T to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- The following companies to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work: Premier Oilfield Services, Onyx, Pacific Petroleum, Doby Hagar, Geo Drilling Fluids, Krummrich Engineering, InterAct PMTI, Halliburton
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- UCI to remove railing near SS-25B
- T&T to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to mobilize and install fiber optic logging equipment on SS-25 A&B
- T&T to support Schlumberger work on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- The following companies to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work: Premier Oilfield Services, Onyx, Pacific Petroleum, Doby Hagar, Geo Drilling Fluids, Krummrich Engineering, InterAct PMTI, Halliburton
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- T&T to support SS-25 A&B Fill and Test Work
- Schlumberger to mobilize and install fiber optic logging equipment on SS-25 A&B
- T&T to support Schlumberger work on SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec onsite to conduct monthly BMP inspections
- Onyx to support the Schlumberger SS-25 A&B work
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 2, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- Schlumberger to mobilize and install fiber optic logging equipment on SS-25 A&B
- T&T to support Schlumberger work on SS-25 A&B
- Geosyntec onsite to conduct monthly BMP inspections
- Onyx to support the Schlumberger SS-25 A&B work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- Geosyntec onsite to conduct monthly BMP inspections

Activities That Require Approval

- Quality Ag to complete brush clearance in preparation of shallow geophysical work
- SoCalGas to conduct mark and locate work in preparation of shallow geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- BCI to install safety railings and ladders on SS-25
- Quality Ag to complete brush clearance in preparation of shallow geophysical work
- SoCalGas to conduct mark and locate work in preparation of shallow geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- Quality Ag to complete brush clearance in preparation of shallow geophysical work
- SoCalGas to conduct mark and locate work in preparation of shallow geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 B
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 7, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- SoCalGas to conduct mark and locate work in preparation of shallow geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- SoCalGas to conduct mark and locate work in preparation of shallow geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Björn Paulsson onsite to support shallow geophysical work
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 9, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- SoCalGas to conduct mark and locate work in preparation of shallow geophysical work
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support shallow geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- AECOM onsite to support shallow geophysical work
- BCI onsite to support shallow geophysical work
- Quality Ag onsite to support shallow geophysical work
- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- SoCalGas to conduct mark and locate work in preparation of shallow geophysical work
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support shallow geophysical work
- AECOM onsite to support shallow geophysical work
- BCI onsite to support shallow geophysical work
- Quality Ag onsite to support shallow geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25B
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Boots & Coots to support SS-25 activities
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspection
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- Boots & Coots to support SS-25 activities

**Activities That Require Approval**

- Argus to conduct scaffolding work on SS-25 A & B
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 13, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Larry Andrews

Approved activities

 SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

 SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

 AECOM to provide site / safety management

 Capstone to support site safety

 SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

 Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work

 Argus to conduct scaffolding work on SS-25 A & B

Activities That Require Approval

 Schlumberger to conduct fiber optic wireline work on SS-25 A&B

 T&T Crane to support the fiber optic wireline work at SS-25 A&B

 Western Wireline to supply equipment in support of the fiber optic wireline work at SS-25 A&B

 ISI to support the fiber optic wireline work at SS-25 A&B
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 13, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Larry Andrews
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- Schlumberger to conduct fiber optic wireline work on SS-25 A&B
- T&T Crane to support the fiber optic wireline work at SS-25 A&B
- Western Wireline to supply equipment in support of the fiber optic wireline work at SS-25 A&B
- ISI to support the fiber optic wireline work at SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval

- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support geophysical work
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 15, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 16, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisor: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to inspect scaffolding at SS-25 A&B
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support geophysical activities

**Activities That Require Approval**

- AECOM to upgrade SS-25 security cameras to support geophysical work (*pending SED approval*)
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 17, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- AECOM to provide site / safety management

- Capstone to support site safety

- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work

- BCI to support geophysical activities

- Quality AG to support geophysical activities

- Björn Paulsson onsite to support geophysical activities

- AECOM to upgrade SS-25 security cameras to support geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Vista Clara Inc. to provide magnetic resonance equipment and support for geophysical work

- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support geophysical activities
- AECOM to upgrade SS-25 security cameras to support geophysical work
- Vista Clara Inc. to provide magnetic resonance equipment and support for geophysical work
- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support geophysical activities
- AECOM to upgrade SS-25 security cameras to support geophysical work
- Vista Clara Inc. to provide magnetic resonance equipment and support for geophysical work
- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspections on SS-25 A&B
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 21, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- Björn Paulsson onsite to support geophysical activities
- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- AECOM to support geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work
- AECOM to support geophysical work
SS-25 Action Plan for  
August 23, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work
- AECOM to support geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval
- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work
- AECOM to support geophysical work
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 25, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

• SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

• SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

• AECOM to provide site / safety management

• Capstone to support site safety

• SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

• Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work

• BCI to support geophysical activities

• Quality AG to support geophysical activities

• PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities

• WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work

• AECOM to support geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

• Argus to conduct a job walk to prepare for scaffolding installation at SS-25

• ISI and SoCalGas personnel to obtain fluid levels from tubing of SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
August 26, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- WorleyParsons personnel to support geophysical work
- AECOM to support geophysical work

Activities That Require Approval

- Argus to install scaffolding at SS-25 in preparation of DTS installation
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- AECOM to support geophysical work
- Argus to install scaffolding at SS-25 in preparation of DTS installation

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- Quality AG to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- AECOM to support geophysical work
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- AECOM to support geophysical work

**Activities That Require Approval**

- Job walk with Ensign for SS-25 rig planning
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- AQMD Daily Inspections
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- AECOM to support geophysical work
- Job walk with Ensign for SS-25 rig planning

**Activities That Require Approval**

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
September 2, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
SS-25 Action Plan for
September 4, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
September 5, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Advisian onsite to perform shallow geophysical work
- BCI to support geophysical activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes

Activities That Require Approval

- IHM to conduct air monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure readings (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring

Activities That Require Approval

- BCI to conduct site walk to prepare area for rig work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct locate and mark work for bore holes
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site walk to prepare area for rig work

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec onsite to conduct monthly BMP inspections
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
SS-25 Action Plan for
September 19, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring

Activities That Require Approval

- Advisian onsite to perform geophysical logging work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- Advisian onsite to perform geophysical logging work

Activities That Require Approval

- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- Advisian onsite to perform geophysical logging work

Activities That Require Approval

- BCI to conduct job walk for SS-25 rig preparation
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
SS-25 Action Plan for
September 22, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

---

Approved activities
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- Advisian onsite to perform geophysical logging work
- BCI to conduct job walk for SS-25 rig preparation
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- Martini Drilling Corporation onsite to support geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- Advisian onsite to perform geophysical logging work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- Martini Drilling Corporation onsite to support geophysical work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- Advisian onsite to perform geophysical logging work

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
SS-25 Action Plan for  
September 25, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- IHM to conduct air monitoring

**Activities That Require Approval**

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
- TEAM Environmental and SoCalGas personnel to conduct annual greenhouse gas leak detection surveys at SS-25, SS-25A, SS-25B and associated piping
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct bore hole work
- Cascade to provide equipment to support bore hole work
- PI Inc. onsite to support geophysical activities
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- TEAM Environmental and SoCalGas personnel to conduct annual greenhouse gas leak detection surveys at SS-25, SS-25A, SS-25B and associated piping
SS-25 Action Plan for
September 29, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

**Approved activities**
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

**Activities That Require Approval**
- BCI to assist in removal of BLADE approved items
- Weatherford to assist in removal of kill lines extending from SS-25 to SS-1
- Onyx to assist in removal of kill lines extending from SS-25 to SS-1
- Doby Hagar to assist in removal of BLADE approved items
- Schlumberger onsite to perform fiber optic work
SS-25 Action Plan for  
September 30, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews  

Approved activities  
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement  
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)  
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support  
- Capstone to support site safety  
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities  
- BCI to assist in removal of BLADE approved items  
- Weatherford to assist in removal of kill lines extending from SS-25 to SS-1  
- Onyx to assist in removal of kill lines extending from SS-25 to SS-1  
- Doby Hagar to assist in removal of BLADE approved items  
- Schlumberger onsite to perform fiber optic work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- AECOM to provide site / safety management and geophysical work support
- Capstone to support site safety
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- BCI to assist in removal of BLADE approved items
- Weatherford to assist in removal of kill lines extending from SS-25 to SS-1
- Onyx to assist in removal of kill lines extending from SS-25 to SS-1
- Schlumberger onsite to perform fiber optic work

Activities That Require Approval

- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
**SS-25 Action Plan for**  
**October 3, 2016**  
**SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews**

---

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement

- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)

- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 4, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- Schlumberger onsite to perform fiber line work
SS-25 Action Plan for  
October 5, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

**Approved activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- Schlumberger onsite to perform fiber line work
- IHM to conduct air monitoring

**Activities That Require Approval**

- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- T&T to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- AECOM to provide geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- AECOM to provide geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Doby Hagar to remove conex box and skids
- Henkels & McCoy to assist Doby Hagar

Activities That Require Approval

- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
Approved activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- AECOM to provide geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Doby Hagar to remove conex box and skids
- Henkels & McCoy to assist Doby Hagar
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 8, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved activities
- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- AECOM to provide geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Doby Hagar to remove conex box and skids
- Henkels & McCoy to assist Doby Hagar
- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 A&B
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval
- Schlumberger to collect noise data on SS-25 A
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 9, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- AECOM to provide geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Doby Hagar to remove conex box and skids

Activities That Require Approval

- Padilla Electric to disconnect power from conex
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- AECOM to provide geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Doby Hagar to remove conex box and skids
- Padilla Electric to disconnect power from conex
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Schlumberger to install temperature equipment into SS-25
- Schlumberger to make adjustments to the current equipment in SS-25 A&B, and collect temperature log data
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B

Activities That Require Approval

- OST Trucks and Cranes and T&T Truck and Crane Service to support Schlumberger work on SS-25
- Onyx to support Schlumberger work on SS-25
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Schlumberger to install temperature equipment into SS-25
- Schlumberger to make adjustments to the current equipment in SS-25 A&B, and collect temperature log data
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
- OST Trucks and Cranes and T&T Truck and Crane Service to support Schlumberger work on SS-25
- Onyx to support Schlumberger work on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 13, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Pacific Petroleum to support site preparation for Phase 3 work
- Schlumberger to install temperature equipment into SS-25
- Schlumberger to make adjustments to the current equipment in SS-25 A&B, and collect temperature log data
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 A&B
- OST Trucks and Cranes and T&T Truck and Crane Service to support Schlumberger work on SS-25
- Onyx to support Schlumberger work on SS-25
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspections
- UCI to remove overhanging “spool” and add a support to lateral pipe
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
- UCI to remove overhanging “spool” and add a support to lateral pipe

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS25 and SS25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS25 and SS25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- IHM to conduct air monitoring
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- Geosyntec onsite to conduct BMP maintenance
- AIS to support BMP maintenance
- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS25 and SS25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS25 and SS25A

Activities That Require Approval

- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- Geosyntec onsite to conduct BMP maintenance
- AIS to support BMP maintenance
- BCI to conduct site preparation for Phase 3 work
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- Geosyntec onsite to conduct BMP maintenance
- AIS to support BMP maintenance
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- Geosyntec onsite to conduct BMP maintenance
- AIS to support BMP maintenance
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 22, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
- Capstone to support site safety
- Geosyntec onsite to conduct BMP maintenance
- AIS to support BMP maintenance

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS25 and SS25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS25 and SS25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 23, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM to provide site / safety management, geotechnical support for Phase 3 work
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 25, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS25 and SS25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS25 and SS25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 27, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Padilla Electric to verify power to SS-25 site after conducting generator swap out at SS-9 site
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
October 30, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
November 3, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
November 5, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
November 7, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to check fluid level in SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- DOGGR, CPUC, CARB and SCAQMD personnel on site for a site inspection of SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
- ISI to check fluid level in SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- DOGGR, CPUC, CARB and SCAQMD personnel on site for a site inspection of SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
- ISI to check fluid level in SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
November 11, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- ISI to check fluid level in SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
**Approved Activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
November 14, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP inspections
SS-25 Action Plan for
November 16, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
November 17, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
November 18, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
November 19, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-2S and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-2S and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
**Approved Activities**

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-2S and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-2S and SS-25A
- Ensign, WM Surveys Incorporated and Geosyntec personnel to conduct site walk for rig planning
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Ensign, WM Surveys Incorporated and Geosyntec personnel to conduct site walk for rig planning
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Ensign, WM Surveys Incorporated and Geosyntec personnel to conduct site walk for rig planning
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-2S and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 4, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Padilla Electric to conduct job walk for rig preparation
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Padilla Electric to conduct job walk for rig preparation

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspections and repairs as needed
- American Integrated Services, Inc. to assist Geosyntec with BMP inspections and repairs
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspections and repairs as needed
- American Integrated Services, Inc. to assist Geosyntec with BMP inspections and repairs
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 9, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- B&L to conduct maintenance on guard shack
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-2S and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-2S and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
December 13, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A
Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Off-site Related Work

- Doby Hagar and Argus conducting a mock-up of cleaning of tubing for BLADE to observe and approve, for work to be performed at SS-24
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 15, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

SS-25 Activities That Require Approval

- Henkles and McCoy to deliver two mobile offices and set in place
- Padilla Electric to connect power to mobile offices

Summary of Off-Site Related Work

- Doby Hagar and Argus conducting a mock-up of cleaning of tubing for BLADE to observe and approve, for work to be performed at SS-24
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 16, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Henkles and McCoy to deliver two mobile offices and set in place
- Padilla Electric to connect power to mobile offices

Summary of Off-Site Related Work

- Doby Hagar and Argus conducting a mock-up of cleaning of tubing for BLADE to observe and approve, for work to be performed at SS-24
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 17, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Henkles and McCoy to deliver two mobile offices and set in place
- Padilla Electric to connect power to mobile offices

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A

Summary of Off-Site Related Work

- Doby Hagar and Argus conducting a mock-up of cleaning of tubing for BLADE to observe and approve, for work to be performed at SS-24
SS-25 Action Plan for  
December 18, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Summary of Off-Site Related Work

- Doby Hagar and Argus conducting a mock-up of cleaning of tubing for BLADE to observe and approve, for work to be performed at SS-24
SS-25 Action Plan for  
December 19, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- KT Industries, Inc. to test electrical grounding at SS-25

Summary of Off-Site Related Work

- Doby Hagar and Argus conducting a mock-up of cleaning of tubing for BLADE to observe and approve, for work to be performed at SS-24
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect temperature log data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Argus to conduct scaffolding inspection on SS-25 and SS-25A

Summary of Off-Site Related Work

- Doby Hagar and Argus conducting a mock-up of cleaning of tubing for BLADE to observe and approve, for work to be performed at SS-24
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 21, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
December 22, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
December 23, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 24, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
December 25, 2016  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 26, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Team Industrial to monitor and document methane reads from the 2” surface casing connection on the SS-25 wellhead
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 27, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Team Industrial to monitor and document methane reads from the 2” surface casing connection on the SS-25 wellhead
- ISI to measure fluid levels and pressures on SS-25 and SS-25A

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas lab to collect gas samples for analysis
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Geosyntec to support SoCalGas with gas sample collection
- SoCalGas to install measurement device on SS-25 to attempt to get an estimate of the flow from off-gassing
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 28, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Team Industrial to monitor and document methane reads from the 2” surface casing connection on the SS-25 wellhead
- ISI to measure fluid levels and pressures on SS-25 and SS-25A
- SoCalGas lab to collect gas samples for analysis
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Geosyntec to support SoCalGas with gas sample collection
- SoCalGas to install measurement device on SS-25 to attempt to get an estimate of the flow from off-gassing

Activities That Require Approval

- WM Surveys Incorporated to conduct site walk for rig planning purposes
SS-25 Action Plan for 
December 29, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- ISI to measure fluid levels and pressures on SS-25 and SS-25A
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- WM Surveys Incorporated to conduct site walk for rig planning purposes
- B&L Rentals to conduct guard shack maintenance at SS-25
- Schlumberger to remove DTS fiber from SS-25
- Argus to inspect scaffolding at SS-25
- UCI to assist Schlumberger with DTS fiber removal
- Doby Hagar to assist Schlumberger with DTS fiber removal

Activities That Require Approval

- Onyx to install fittings on the SS-25 wellhead and assist ISI with fluid level measurements on SS-25
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25
- DOGGR District personnel on site to witness fluid level measurements
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 30, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- ISI to measure fluid levels and pressures on SS-25 and SS-25A
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- WM Surveys Incorporated to conduct site walk for rig planning purposes
- B&L Rentals to conduct guard shack maintenance at SS-25
- Schlumberger to remove DTS fiber from SS-25
- Argus to inspect scaffolding at SS-25
- UCI to assist Schlumberger with DTS fiber removal
- Doby Hagar to assist Schlumberger with DTS fiber removal

Activities That Require Approval

- Onyx to install fittings on the SS-25 wellhead and assist ISI with fluid level measurements on SS-25
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25
- DOGGR District personnel on site to witness fluid level measurements
- DOGGR District personnel on site to witness temperature and noise surveys
- Welaco to conduct wireline temperature and noise surveys on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
December 31, 2016
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25